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Virtue Ethics and Sexual Ethics 


James F. Keenan


Abstract. — Sexual ethics is often written in the key of an action based ethics,
wherein we describe actions as morally right or wrong, e.g., masturbation, homo-
sexual activity, etc. Here we consider sexual ethics in the key of virtue, that is, a
relational person based ethics. Following from Aristotle, Augustine, and Aquinas,
we can discern the rightness or wrongness of actions after we discern the type of
morally right people we should become. Though inevitably chastity is raised as the
virtue for right sexual dispositions, we add here four others: justice, fidelity, self-
care and prudence. Moreover, in a Catholic based virtue ethics, these four virtues
are informed by mercy. These claims and their applications are explored in the
essay.


In light of the recent controversies arising from the sexual abuse
scandals that have broken out throughout the world, laity and clergy
have been calling for a more urgent and credible articulation of
Catholic sexual ethics. Presently intransigent debates occur through-
out the Church about the moral legitimacy of particular sexual
actions.1 Those of us in virtue ethics are more interested, however, in
positing a theological agenda that primarily refers to the type of 
persons we ought to become. We do not avoid discussion about 
particular actions, but we believe that if we want to have a credible
theological ethics in general and an equally credible sexual ethics in


1. Thus, Joseph Selling urges us away from an act-centered sexual morality to a
more positive, relational ethics of care and sees Lisa Sowle Cahill’s Sex, Gender, and Ethics
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1996) as illustrative of his proposal in his “The
Development of Catholic Tradition and Sexual Morality,” Embracing Sexuality: Author-
ity and Experience in the Catholic Church, ed. Joseph Selling (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2001)
149-162. See also Lisa Sowle Cahill, “Sexuality: Personal, Communal, Responsible,”
Embracing Sexuality, 165-172; id., Between the Sexes: Foundations for a Christian Ethics
of Sexuality (New York: Paulist Press, 1985). This is certainly foundational to the works
of Jack Dominian (Proposals for a New Sexual Ethic [London: Darton, Longman and
Todd, 1977]), Christine Gudorf (The Body, Sex and Pleasure: Reconstructing Christian
Sexual Ethics [Cleveland, OH: Pilgrim Press, 1994]), and Kevin T. Kelly (New Directions
in Sexual Ethics: Moral Theology and the Challenge of AIDS [London: Geoffrey Chapman,
1998]). 
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particular, then we need to begin where as the people of God we 
resonate with one another regarding commonly held truths and
insights. We believe that there is much more that unites us than
divides us. 


Toward this end, I propose a virtue ethics for sexuality that goes
beyond chastity. First, I briefly explore the virtue of chastity. Second, 
I explore virtue ethics and its relevance for moral education. Third, 
I propose a contemporary set of cardinal virtues in a specifically Catholic
context. Fourth, I begin developing a sexual ethics on the foundation of
these four virtues.


I. Chastity


When we think of Catholic sexual ethics, we think naturally of
chastity. The Catechism of the Catholic Church places its discourse on
chastity within the context of the sixth commandment (2331-2400),
which specifically acknowledges chastity’s reference to sexuality. In The
Catechism chastity helps us to integrate the gift of sexuality. On the
practical level, chastity functions on two levels: it invites us to under-
stand ourselves as enhancing our lives whenever we seek to integrate our
sexuality within ourselves as relational persons and it offers strong, 
regulatory norms of abstinence. 


The first function is a positive appreciation of sexuality, embodi-
ment, relationality and maturing sexual intimacy. Appreciating sexuality
as gift, chastity invites the Catholic to see the need for understanding the
special ways that sexuality brings us together within the love of God.
Chastity calls the Catholic to develop this positive appreciation incre-
mentally throughout her/his life. 


The latter function promotes an abstinence whether very narrowly
in terms of a marital chastity that teaches that Catholic spouses should
abstain from sexual relations outside of marriage, or for that matter any
sexual activity that would in itself be anti-procreative, and more broadly
in denying any sexual expressions that are genitally intimate outside of
marriage.


Chastity promotes a considerable Christian realism about the chal-
lenges of sexuality in the modern world. Christian chastity is particu-
larly important in engaging those who are growing to realize that the gift
of sexuality requires a great deal of appreciation and prudential reflection
and that the innate inclination to realize sexual desires needs to be
checked by a realistic appraisal of one’s own maturity and the willingness
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to commit to another. In short Christian chastity has always brought a
sense of reality to much discussion on sexuality, though contrarily, Chris-
tians have sometimes not spent enough time considering how much of
a gift sexuality actually is.2


Thus, chastity helps draw a variety of basic lines about the moral
liceity and non-moral liceity of sexual expressions, a line drawing that the
other virtues might not so easily attain. For this reason, it is always rel-
evant for sexual ethics precisely because it provides basic moral guidelines
especially in its ordinary propadeutic function.


But is this enough to teach a sexual ethics? Do we need something
more than chastity for a contemporary sexual ethics? I believe we do and
I take my cue from the Catechism itself that suggests we look to the
virtues for further moral instruction.3


II. What Is Virtue Ethics?


Renewed interests in virtue ethics arises from a dissatisfaction with
the way we do ethics today. Most discussions about contemporary ethics
consider major controversial actions: abortion, nuclear war, gene therapy,
etc. These discussions basically dominate contemporary ethics.


Virtue ethicists have more extensive concerns.4 We believe that the
real discussion of ethics is not primarily the question about what actions
are morally permissible, but rather who should we become? In fact, virtue
ethicists, expand that question into three key, related ones: Who are we?
Who ought we to become? How are we to get there?5 I now turn to each
of these questions. 


2. This is of course being rectified by the on-going theology of the body by Pope
John Paul II, see Pope John Paul II, The Theology of the Body (Boston, MD: Daughters
of St. Paul, 1997). For other developments, see Charles Curran and Richard McCormick
(eds.), Dialogue about Catholic Sexual Teaching (Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 1993).


3. John Grabowski also offers virtue for sexual education and begins with chastity
but augments the virtue as well in his Sex and Virtue: An Introduction to Sexual Ethics
(Washington, DC: Catholic University of America, 2004).


4. James Keenan, Virtues for Ordinary Christians (Kansas City, MO: Sheed and
Ward, 1996); id., “Virtue Ethics,” Basic Christian Ethics: An Introduction, ed. Bernard
Hoose (London: Chapman, 1997) 84-94; Joseph Kotva, Jr., The Christian Case for Virtue
Ethics (Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press, 1996); Gilbert Meilaender, The
Theory and Practice of Virtue (Notre Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1984);
Jean Porter, The Recovery of Virtue: The Relevance of Aquinas for Christian Ethics
(Louisville, KY: Westminster Press, 1990); William Spohn, “The Return of the Virtues,”
Theological Studies 53 (1992) 60-75. 


5. Alasdair MacIntyre, After Virtue: A Study in Moral Theory (Notre Dame, IN:
University of Notre Dame Press, 1981).
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No question is more central for virtue ethics than the self-under-
standing or identity question “who are we?”6 To virtue ethicists, the ques-
tion is the same as “are we virtuous?” To answer this first question we
must focus on two major considerations. First, what standards are we to
measure ourselves against? Second, how will we know whether we are
measuring ourselves fairly? 


Regarding the first point, two of the most important works in ethics
attempt to assist us by naming the basic virtues. In the Nicomachean
Ethics, Aristotle gives us eleven different virtues that are necessary for cit-
izens to engage. Friendship, magnanimity, practical wisdom are some of
these. In the Summa Theologiae, Thomas Aquinas takes from Plato,
Cicero, Ambrose, Gregory and Augustine the four cardinal virtues: pru-
dence, justice, temperance and fortitude. Together with these he adds
the three theological virtues. He states that we can acquire the first four
through deliberately willed and enjoyed habitual right action; the latter
three are gifts from God. These virtues help us to answer the question
of self-understanding: Are we just, prudent, temperate and fortitudinous.


But how can we know whether we are answering the question objec-
tively? How can we be sure that we are not simply deceiving ourselves
regarding our self-understanding? Here Aristotle suggests that we can
know ourselves by considering how we act in spontaneous situations:
We “discover” ourselves when we act in the unplanned world of ordinary
life. We may believe that we are particularly brave or cowardly, but that
assessment is only correct if it conforms to how we actually behave in the
unanticipated, concrete situation (Nicomachean Ethics II.3; III.6-9). Self-
knowledge is key, therefore, but this is a self-knowledge that is critical and
honest, not one based on wishful thinking. 


The second question, “who ought w to become?,” embodies a vision
of the type of persons we ought to become. Though we use Thomas’
four cardinal virtues to learn how virtuous we presently are, we could use
those same four virtues to determine our goals in life. Certainly, if we are
honest in the first question, then some virtues are not as fully acquired
by us as are others. In fact, for the honest person the virtues are not what
we acquire in life; they are what we pursue.


We use the virtues, therefore, to set the personal goals that we
encourage ourselves to seek. Thomas and others call this goal the “end.”
That is, the middle question sets the end that we should seek. That end
is a type of person with the cardinal virtues. Setting this end means that
the fundamental task of the moral life is to develop a vision and to strive


6. John Kekes, The Examined Life (Lewisburg: Bucknell University Press, 1988).
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to attain it. Inasmuch as that vision is who we ought to become, then,
the key insight is that we should always aim to grow. As a person-oriented
ethics, virtue ethics insists that without growth, we cannot become more
moral.


Setting such an end describes then another way that virtue ethicists
are different from other ethicists. Rather than first examining actions and
asking whether we should perform them or not, virtue ethicists suggest
that we ought to set ends for the type of people we believe we should
become. Thus, to the extent that we are examining our lives and seek-
ing ways of improving ourselves for the moral flourishment of our world,
to that extent we are engaging virtue ethics.


Turning to the third question, in order to get to the end, we need
prudence. For many years prudence has had a terrible reputation, being
thought of as caution or self-interest. “Be prudent” meant “Don’t get
caught,” “Be extra careful,” “Watch out!”


For Aristotle and Thomas prudence is not simply caution. Prudence
is rather the virtue of a person whose feet are on the ground and who
thinks both practically and realistically. Prudence belongs to the person
who not only sets realistic ends, but sets out to attain them. The pru-
dent person is precisely the person who knows how to grow.7


Being prudent is no easy task. From the medieval period until today,
we believe that it is easier to get something wrong, than to get it right.
For today we still assert if only one component of an action is wrong,
the whole action is wrong. 


Prudence is even more complicated when we try to figure out the
appropriate ways of becoming more virtuous. It must be attentive to
detail, anticipate difficulties, and measure rightly. Moreover, as any one
who has watched children knows, we are not born with prudence.
Instead, we acquire it through a very long process. 


Finding prudence is finding the middle point: all of prudence is
precisely getting to the middle point or the “mean” between extremes.
As Aristotle and Aquinas reminds us repeatedly: “virtue is the mean”
(NE II.6; ST I.II. 64.1-3). The mean is located where there is adequate
tension for growth, neither too little nor too much. That mean is not
fixed. The mean of virtue is not something set in stone: rather, it is the
mean by which only specific persons or communities can grow. This is
another reason why prudence is so difficult: no two means are the same.


7. Daniel Mark Nelson, The Priority of Prudence (University Park, PA: Pennsylva-
nia State University, 1992). 
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Finding the mean of the right tension depends on who the persons
or communities are. In a matter of speaking, a virtue ought to fit a per-
son the way a glove fits one’s hand. There is a certain tailor-made feel 
to a virtue, which prompts Aquinas to call virtue “one’s second nature”
(ST I.II. 58.1).


Virtue ethics is, therefore, a pro-active system of ethics. It invites all
people to see themselves as they really are, to assess themselves and see
who they can actually become. In order both to estimate oneself and to
set desired goals, it proffers the virtues for both. Moreover, it invites all
people to see that they set the agenda not only of the end, but also of
the means to accomplish that end. Virtuous actions, like temperate drink-
ing or courageously facing our fears, are the prudential means for achiev-
ing the end of becoming more virtuous persons. Virtue ethics encom-
passes our entire lives. It sees every moment as the possibility for
acquiring or developing a virtue. To underline this point, Aquinas held
that every human action is a moral action. That is, any action that we
knowingly perform is a moral action because it affects us as moral per-
sons. Whatever we do makes us become what we do. 


Thomas saw every human action as an “exercise” (ST I.II. 65.1.
ad 1). Though some of us go through life never examining the habits we
engage, Thomas suggests to us that we ought to examine our ways of act-
ing and ask ourselves: are these ways making us more just, prudent, tem-
perate, and brave? If they are, they are virtuous exercises.


When we think of exercise we think of athletics. The person who
exercises herself by running eventually becomes a runner just as the one
who dances becomes a dancer. From that insight Thomas like Aristotle
before him sees that intended, habitual activity in the sports arena is no
different from any other arena of life. If we can develop ourselves phys-
ically we can develop ourselves morally by intended, habitual activity. 


Virtue ethics sees, therefore, the ordinary as the terrain on which the
moral life moves. Thus, while most ethics make their considerations about
rather controversial material, virtue ethics often engages the common-
place. It is concerned with what we teach our children and how; with the
way we relate with friends, families, and neighbors; with the way we live
our lives. Moreover, it is concerned not only with whether a physician
maintains professional ethics, for instance, whether she keeps professional
secrets or observes informed consent with her patients. It is equally con-
cerned with her private life, with whether she knows how to respect 
her friends’ confidences or whether she respects her family members’ 
privacy. In a word, before the physician is a physician she is a person. It
is her life as a person with which virtue ethics is specifically concerned.
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Virtue ethics looks at the world from an entirely different vantage
point, moving ahead with less glamour and drama, but always seeing the
agent, not as re-actor, but as actor: knowing oneself and setting the
agenda of personal and communal ends and means in both the ordinary
and the professional life. 


The virtues are therefore traditional teleological, (i.e., end-ori-
ented) guides that collectively aim for the right realization of the
human person. As teleological, they need to be continually realized
and redefined; their final expression remains outstanding. The mature
person is constantly growing in the virtues. This means that virtue is
always at once looking for expression in action and when a virtue is
realized in action it makes the person more virtuous. Thus the more
we grow in virtue, the more we are able to recognize our need for 
further growth. 


This type of growth ought not to be seen as a cycle or a circle but
as a spiral moving us forward through history.8 The nature of virtue is,
then, historically dynamic; being in themselves goal-oriented, virtues
require being continually considered, understood, acquired, developed,
and reformulated. 


Underlying the teleological nature of the virtues is then an implicit
belief in the progress of ethical thought, both in the individual and in
the community. This plays out in the lives of both individual persons and
moral communities. For instance, as I age I consider how much I need
to engage patience and reconciliation, when earlier I did not see these
needed virtues in part because I lacked the prudence (and humility) to
acknowledge them. Similarly, we see nation states as they develop, con-
tinually redefining the meaning of justice so as to extend the circle of
equality. We see this also in the language of “solidarity” which through
religious leaders and social movements have become more and more rel-
evant to people’s lives though thirty-five years ago it was hardly known
as a virtue. 


Moreover, sometimes we try to replace the emphasis of one virtue
over another, in part, to establish balance. For instance, Blessed John
XXIII opened the Second Vatican Council on October 11, 1962 by call-
ing the Church to practice greater mercy in place of its severity. More
recently Anne Patrick described virtuous shifts within society. She exam-
ined the canonization of Maria Goretti and suggested that it implicitly
proposed a woman’s chastity as a social virtue of greater importance than


8. Thomas R. Kopfensteiner, “The Metaphorical Structure of Normativity,” 
Theological Studies 58 (1997) 331-346.
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a woman’s own life.9 But then she noted how people’s devotion turned
to look for other heroines who upheld life, justice, and being a woman
working through a full and robust life. Therein, among others, was
Dorothy Day, a woman known leadership, justice, and a long, generous
life. Patrick presumes an ethical development in our insights in the shift
from chastity as the signature virtue for women to a more egalitarian
anthropology where justice is the hallmark virtue for both genders. 


For this reason, ethicists and moralists have several tasks: to criti-
cally reflect on the contemporary situation to see whether existing anthro-
pologies and the corresponding constellations of virtues inhibit or liber-
ate members of our global community; to perceive new horizons of
human possibility; to express the possible ways that virtue can attain
those horizons; and to make politically possible the actual new self-under-
standing and self-realization. This final task is often overlooked: too often
ethicists and moralists think that our work ends with written proposals,
but inasmuch as ethical insight to be ethical must end in action, similarly
the task of the ethicist must end in political action, an insight that Aris-
totle routinely affirmed. I hope in this paper to carry out these four tasks.


One final comment: virtue ethics intersects with natural law.10 Nat-
ural law is the universally accessible study through human reason of a
normative anthropology and of the attendant practices that realize that
anthropology. Articulating that normative vision is problematic, how-
ever, since we each perceive the natural law from our own context.
Despite the problematic, Christian ethicists try to perceive the humanum
with the eyes of faith. Thus, we believe that our perception will be
prompted by our faith and that what we see will have a particular urgency
because of the narrative of salvation history. As Klaus Demmer puts it
simply: “genuine theology leads to a fundamental change in our way of
thinking.”11 Thus virtue ethics is the attempt to articulate the normative
anthropology of the natural law.


9. Anne Patrick, “Narrative and the Social Dynamics of Virtue,” Changing Values
and Virtues, ed. Dietmar Mieth and Jacques Pohier (Edinburgh: T. and T. Clark, 1987)
69-80.


10. On Natural law see Jean Porter, Natural and Divine Law: Reclaiming the 
Tradition for Christian Ethics (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 1999); Nature as Reason: 
A Thomistic Theory of the Natural Law (Grand Rapids, MI: Eerdmans, 2005).


11. Klaus Demmer, “Die autonome Moral – eine Anfrage an die Denkform,” 
Fundamente der theologischen Ethik, ed. Adrian Holderegger (Freiburg: Herder, 1996)
261-276, p. 262. 
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III. Proposing Catholic Cardinal Virtues


Our hermeneutical investigations into the nature of the human per-
son, the horizon of our anthropological vision and the corresponding
virtues, depend then where we are in history. That does not mean that
we make up virtues. Rather we become more able to see what or rather
who we should become. We are always being challenged to discover a
more correct vision of human personhood and community. 


The claim of moral objectivity is not then negated by the recogni-
tion of our historical context. Our right perception of that virtuous mean
or what we today would call the anthropological goal of a particular char-
acter trait depends upon our ability to perceive it in the first place. This
is why Aristotle recommended to us that we find the mean by seeing
how a prudent person would determine it (NE II.6). 


Yet Aristotle departed from Socrates on the point that prudence is
sufficient for self-realization and self-determination. Prudence, Aristotle
warned us, depended upon the other virtues and those virtues were
dialectally dependent upon prudence (NE VI.13). For this reason, the
competency of prudence is deeply imbedded in the historic nature of
human beings such that human beings can only perceive well the hori-
zon of their possibilities to the extent that they have rightly realized them-
selves through the virtues. 


If we take the cardinal virtues as they are proposed in Thomas
Aquinas (ST I.II. 61), who built upon the insights of Cicero, Ambrose,
Gregory and Augustine, we find that the four cardinal virtues – pru-
dence, justice, temperance, and fortitude – perfect four corresponding
powers: the practical reason, the will, the concupiscible, and the irasci-
ble. These virtues inhere in a particular hierarchy. Temperance and for-
titude are predominantly at the service of justice. Prudence determines
the right choice of means for each of the virtues, but it especially looks
to recommend the just action since justice governs all exterior princi-
ples. In a manner of speaking, the anthropological identity of the virtu-
ous person is simply the just one. 


But Thomas developed the Patristic agenda on the virtues. For
instance, Augustine held that all real virtues were rooted in charity with-
out which there was no real virtue; Thomas modified Augustine’s claim:
while acknowledging that justice without charity is not perfect justice, for
Thomas justice without charity is nonetheless virtue (ST 55.4). This here
is what we often hear that Thomas used Aristotle to develop Augustine. 


These classical cardinal virtues and their over-arching structure are,
however, no longer adequate and in fact endorse an anthropology that
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inhibits greatly the present theological agenda. As far as I see it, three rea-
sons merit replacing them. First, contemporary writers repeatedly express
dissatisfaction with the insufficiency of justice. For the most part, they
offer hyphenated constructs, the most famous being, “love-justice” which
attempts to acknowledge that while working for the equality for all per-
sons, we still maintain partial relationships that need to be nurtured and
sustained.12


But the hyphen is distracting. Rather than reducing one to the other
or eliding the two together, Paul Ricœur places them in a “tension
between two distinct and sometimes opposed claims.”13 Ricœur’s insight
that the virtues are distinct and at times opposing stands in contrast with
Aquinas’ strategy of the cardinal virtues where justice is supported by
fortitude and temperance and neither shaped nor opposed by the two
auxiliary virtues. Only when another virtue stands as a fully equal, heuris-
tic guide can there be a dialectical tension wherein the virtues challenge
and define one another, and, as Ricœur suggests, “may even be the occa-
sion for the invention of responsible forms of behavior.”14


Second, the modern era insists that moral dilemmas are not based
on the simple opposition of good and evil but, more frequently, on the
clash of goods. Thus, a constellation of virtues acting as partial heuristic
guides that already resolve the priority of one virtue over another by a
preconceived hierarchal structure preempts realism. We cannot propose
heuristic guides that prefabricate solutions when the concrete data is still
forthcoming. Thus we need virtues that go beyond protecting the single
good of justice and that allow us to interpret in each instance which of
the primary virtues ought to be in play.


Third, the primary identity of being human is not an individual
with powers needing perfection, but rather a relational rational being
whose modes of relationality need to be rightly realized. On this last
point we can begin proposing a set of cardinal virtues that allow us at
once to try talking cross-culturally and that cover our main objections.15


12. James Keenan, “Proposing Cardinal Virtues,” Theological Studies 56 (1995) 709-
729; reprinted in The Historical Development of Fundamental Moral Theology in the United
States, ed. Charles Curran and Richard McCormick, Readings in Moral Theology, 11
(Mahwah, NJ: Paulist Press, 1999) 281-306. Also, James Keenan, “Virtue and Identity,”
Creating Identity: Biographical, Moral, Religious, ed. Hermann Häring, Maureen Junker-
Kenny and Dietmar Mieth [Concilium 2000/2] (London: SCM Press, 2000) 69-77.


13. Paul Ricœur, “Love and Justice,” Radical Pluralism and Truth: David Tracy
and the Hermeneutics of Religion, ed. Werner G. Jeanrond and Jennifer L. Rike (New
York: Crossroad, 1991) 187-202, p. 196.


14. Ricœur, “Love and Justice,” 197.
15. This important point is repeatedly made by Cahill, Selling, and others. 
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Our identity is relational in three ways: generally, specifically and
uniquely. Each of these relational ways of being demands a cardinal
virtue: as a relational being in general, we are called to justice; as a rela-
tional being specifically, we are called to fidelity; and, as a relational
being uniquely, we are called to self-care. These three virtues are cardi-
nal. Unlike Thomas’ structure, none is ethically prior to the other; they
have equally urgent claims and they should be pursued as ends in them-
selves: we are not called to be faithful and self-caring in order to be just,
nor are we called to be self-caring and just in order to be faithful. None
is auxiliary to the others. They are distinctive virtues with none being
a subset or subcategory of the other. They are cardinal. The fourth car-
dinal virtue is prudence which determines what constitutes the just,
faithful and self-caring way of life for an individual. The older two
virtues, fortitude and temperance, remain auxiliary and exist to support
the realization of the other four.


Let me explain how these four virtues work: Our relationality gen-
erally is always directed by an ordered appreciation for the common
good in which we treat all people as equal. As members of the human
race, we are expected to respond to all members in general equally and
impartially.16


If justice urges us to treat all people equally, then fidelity makes 
distinctively different claims. Fidelity is the virtue that nurtures and 
sustains the bonds of those special relationships that humans enjoy
whether by blood, marriage, love, citizenship, or sacrament. If justice
rests on impartiality and universality, then fidelity rests on partiality and
particularity. 


Fidelity here is like love in the “just-love” dialectic. It is also like the
claim that Carol Gilligan made in her important work, In a Different
Voice.17 Gilligan criticized Lawrence Kohlberg for arguing that full moral
development was found in the person who could reason well about jus-
tice as impartial and universal. She countered that the human must aim
both for the impartiality of justice as well as the development of partic-
ular relational bonds. 


Neither of these virtues, however, addresses the unique relationship
that each person has with oneself. Care for self enjoys a considered role
in our tradition, as for instance, the command to love God and one’s


16. Ricœur, “Love and Justice,” 195.
17. Carol Gilligan, In a Different Voice: Psychological Theory and Women’s Develop-


ment (Cambridge, MA: Harvard University Press, 1982).
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neighbor as oneself. In his writings on the order of charity, Thomas
Aquinas, among others, developed this love of self at length.18


Finally, prudence has the task of integrating the three virtues into
our relationships, just as it did when it was among the classical list of the
cardinal virtues. Thus, prudence is always vigilant looking to the future,
trying not only to realize the claims of justice, fidelity and self care in the
here and now, but also calling us to anticipate occasions when each of
these virtues can be more fully acquired. In this way prudence is clearly
a virtue that pursues ends and effectively establishes the moral agenda for
the person growing in these virtues. But these ends are not in opposition
to nor in isolation of one another. Rather prudence helps each virtue to
shape its end as more inclusive of the other two. 


Inasmuch as all persons in every culture are constituted by these
three ways of being related, by naming these virtues as cardinal, we have
a device for talking cross-culturally. This device is based, however, on
modest claims. The cardinal virtues do not purport to offer a picture of
the ideal person, nor to exhaust the entire domain of virtue. Rather than
being the last word on virtue, they are among the first, providing the bare
essentials for right human living and specific action. As “hinges” (the
English for the word “cardo”), the cardinal virtues provide a skeleton of
both what human persons should basically be and at what human action
should basically aim. All other issues of virtue hang on the skeletal struc-
tures of both rightly-integrated dispositions and right moral action.


I believe that these thin and skeletal virtues become thickened and
enfleshed in different cultures in different ways.19 For instance, some
understanding of justice (the willingness to be impartial and to give to
each their due) is presumably present in every culture. Justice in the
United States, however, is affected considerably by the American esteem
of personal autonomy and its respect of personal rights. Autonomy
thickens justice inasmuch as we would not give “the due” to any per-
sons without their consent. Our health care system, for instance, so pow-
erfully protects the rights of the individual that we could not imagine
justice in a healthcare system that did not privilege informed consent.


18. Stephen Pope, “Expressive Individualism and True Self-Love: A Thomistic Per-
spective,” Journal of Religion 71 (1991) 384-399; Edward Vacek, Love, Human and Divine
(Washington, DC: Georgetown University Press, 1995) 239-273.


19. Michael Walzer, Thick and Thin: Moral Argument at Home and Abroad (Notre
Dame, IN: University of Notre Dame Press, 1996). See also Martha Nussbaum, “Non-
Relative Virtues: An Aristotelian Approach,” Ethical Theory: Character and Virtue, ed.
Peter A. French, et al., Midwest Studies in Philosophy, 13 (Notre Dame, IN: University
of Notre Dame Press, 1988) 32-53.
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This American understanding of justice differentiates itself from justice
in the Philippines where an emphasis on “smooth interpersonal rela-
tionships” governs most social relationships. Similarly, through auton-
omy, American understandings of fidelity depend on the importance of
mutual consent. In the Philippines, its strong emphasis on cohesion,
unity, and peace, clearly provide the yeast for translating fidelity into
ordinary life.


Cultures give flesh to the skeletal cardinal virtues. This thickening
differentiates, then, one virtue in one culture from a similar one in
another. Justice, fidelity and self-care in a Buddhist culture have some-
what similar and somewhat different meanings than they do in a liberal
or Confucian context.20


When it comes to thickening in Catholic culture, we need to turn
to the virtue of mercy which, I have argued over the years is the trade-
mark of Catholicism.21 In Catholic cultures, mercy thickens our under-
standing of the virtues. Inasmuch as mercy is, as I define it, the willing-
ness to enter into the chaos of another so as to respond to their need,
mercy thickens justice by taking into account the chaos of the most mar-
ginalized. Mercy does not temper justice as so many believe; rather, mercy
prompts us to see that justice applies to all, especially those most fre-
quently without justice, those abandoned to the chaos of the margins. In
Catholic cultures, mercy prompts justice both to find the neglected, the
persecuted, and the oppressed, and to bring them into the solidarity of
humanity by assisting them in the pursuit of their rights.22


Similarly fidelity in the many relationships we enjoy is enfleshed by
mercy. Mercy helps Catholics to see from the start that no relationship
is without its chaos and that every relationship requires the merciful prac-
tice of reconciliation. In Catholic marriages, for instance, the balm of


20. Lee H. Yearley, Mencius and Aquinas: Theories of Virtue and Conceptions of
Courage (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1990).


21. Daniel Harrington and James Keenan, Jesus and Virtue Ethics: Building Bridges
between New Testament Studies and Moral Theology (Lanham, MD: Sheed and Ward,
2002); James Keenan, Moral Wisdom: Lessons and Texts from the Catholic Tradition (Lan-
ham, MD: Sheed and Ward, 2004); The Works of Mercy (Lanham, MD: Sheed and Ward,
2005). See also Roger Burggraeve, “Une éthique de miséricorde,” Lumen Vitae 49 (1994)
281-296; id., “From Responsible to Meaningful Sexuality: An Ethics of Growth as an
Ethics of Mercy for Young People in This Era of AIDS,” Catholic Ethicists on HIV/AIDS
Prevention, ed. James Keenan, assisted by Lisa Sowle Cahill, Jon Fuller and Kevin Kelly
(New York: Continuum, 2000) 303-316; William Spohn, Go and Do Likewise: Jesus and
Ethics (New York: Continuum, 1999).


22. Despite some attempts to argue that rights language is inimical to virtue or
even theological language, see Brian Tierney, The Idea of Natural Rights: Studies on Nat-
ural Rights, Natural Law and Church Law 1150-1625 (Atlanta, GA: Scholars Press, 1997).
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mercy prompts spouses to enter one another’s chaos and to forgive each
other not once or twice but seventy times seven times. 


Finally the Catholic practice of self-care urges each person, through
mercy, to enter into the deep chaos of one’s own distinctively complicated
life. By the examination of conscience we believe that the loving, merci-
ful light of Christ illuminates every dimension of the soul and helps us
to see what we need to do in the care of ourselves. 


IV. Developing a Sexual Ethics out of These Cardinal Virtues


When these virtues are applied to us as relational sexual beings we
see how each has a very particular agenda relevant for sexual ethics.
Together they offer a comprehensive sexual ethics. I saw this developed
at length by one of my doctoral students, Ronaldo Zaccharias, SDB,
from Brazil who employed these virtues precisely for a Brazilian educa-
tional program of Christian sexual ethics. He took the four virtues that
I have proposed and after seeing them as Catholic, that is, as thickened
by mercy, he applied them to particular cases so as to elaborate a Catholic
sexual ethics.23


In light of the conversations I had with him, I want to expand on
some of the insights we shared. First, justice as it applies to sexual ethics
is really about each of us learning to appreciate the other person with a
dignity that belongs to being human and in the image of God. In sex-
ual relations, justice always prompts us to see the other as subject and not
as an object; justice leads us to recognize the importance of never taking
advantage of another for the sake of fulfilling our own desires or needs.
Justice requires therefore that we see the person whom we are attracted
to, “in love with,” “romantically involved with,” or dating as a person
with a dignity that cannot be compromised. 


Justice in sexual ethics does not simply apply to the person we are
dating or marrying. Justice informed by mercy makes us more sensitive
to any sense of inequality or indignity that afflicts our neighbor. A jus-
tice informed by mercy is vigorously alert to those who are particularly
vulnerable. The abuse of children by clergy is a violent violation of
Catholic justice. It reminds us again and again why justice is so impor-
tant in a sexual ethics. Thus, the sexual abuse of the vulnerable adult, long


23. Ronaldo Zaccharias, Virtue Ethics as a Framework for Catholic Sexual Educa-
tion: Towards the Integration between Being and Acting in Sexual Education, STD Disser-
tation, Weston Jesuit School of Theology, Cambridge, MA, 2003.
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overlooked in the recent crisis, calls us to a sexual ethics that privileges
justice: rape of any one is seen as a flagrant act of injustice.24


In sexual ethics, this Catholic sense of justice calls us to recognize
when others are denigrated, therefore, by the commercialization of sex,
from prostitution to the kidnapping and transport of minors. Justice in
a sexual ethics moves us to enter into the chaos of those whose dignity
is compromised by sexual inequities as well. Here we especially think of
the on-going work of establishing the God given equality of women. Jus-
tice in sexual ethics requires us to recognize, support and promote the
equality of the genders, with the understanding that such work still has
much to accomplish. 


Still, justice is particularly relevant in promoting more egalitarian
understandings in heterosexual relationships where, as elsewhere, women
still do not enjoy the status of equality in so many forms of life. But jus-
tice is not simply attentive to abuse and compromise in marriage. Clear-
eyed justice ought to see the chaos of the lives of poor women and their
lack of adequate power, this especially in a world where millions of peo-
ple have HIV/AIDS and the rates of infection among women and par-
ticularly teenage girls continues to escalate unabatedly.


Moreover, because justice is a forward looking virtue it prudently
anticipates a way of seeing society more respectful of persons, their bod-
ies, their expressions of sexuality. A justice informed by mercy looks to
those who because of sexuality (histories of abuse, sexual dysfunction,
orientation questions, etc.) cry out for protection, sanctuary, support and
hospitality. On the question of orientation, the beginning of justice
would seem to be that church leaders could learn more about the expe-
riences and self-understanding of gay and lesbian persons, especially those
who are devoted members of the Church especially those in ministry.25


A Catholic justice informed by mercy in the context of sexual ethics
can be taught in our classrooms, in our religious education programs,
or from the pulpit. It helps us to see that our sexuality, where we are
most capable of expressing, receiving and mutually sharing love, is the
embodiment of our most vulnerable dimensions. It is where through
intimacy we leave ourselves open to the other. For this reason the
church’s long history of privileging justice easily extends its interest into
the realm of sexual ethics. 


24. On the sexual abuse crisis, see Regina Ammicht-Quinn, Hille Haker and Mau-
reen Junker-Kenny (eds.), The Structural Betrayal of Trust [Concilium 2004/3] (London:
SCM, 2004). Also James Keenan, “Ethics and the Crisis in the Church,” Theological
Studies 66 (2005).


25. See James Alison, Faith Beyond Resentment (New York: Crossroads, 1999).
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Justice is not alone among the virtues. All societies call us to be
faithful to the long-standing, particular relationships we have. Fidelity dif-
fers from justice in that the latter calls us to treat with impartiality all peo-
ple, while fidelity recognizes that we each are constituted by a variety of
specific interpersonal relationships. A fidelity informed by mercy then
leads us toward approaching prudently and fearlessly those whom we
love. It demands that we privilege the particular relationships that we
enjoy.


Fidelity requires us not only not to end or walk out of loving rela-
tionships but more importantly to defend and sustain them. Fidelity
requires that the entirety of each of our relationships must be embraced
and that, informed by mercy, we are always called to stand with those
whom we love especially in their chaos. 


Fidelity teaches us that in our sexual relationships we must consider
the other in all his/her specificity. Therefore, fidelity demands an hon-
esty to the sexual expression of the relationship. Fidelity calls us never to
abandon our lover, to recognize rather that our sexual love must deepen,
embrace, and extend through intimacy. 


But by being informed by mercy Catholic fidelity anticipates the
chaos of our sexuality and sexual relationships. Fidelity teaches us to be
no fool in entering sexual relationships. It reminds us that entering into
a sexual relationship with another means entering into an intimate com-
plexity where we need to recognize the inevitable yet unpredictable
moments of upheaval and confusion attendant to such intimacy. 


Catholic fidelity therefore privileges dialogue. It seeks to make a
couple capable of communicating as best they can their needs, hopes,
fears, and desires. This fidelity helps the Christian to grow further in
love and in humanity. It sees sex itself as a language that expresses in a
variety of ways the human person in openness and in pursuit of the
other.26


This fidelity becomes particularly relevant when children are born
into the sexual relationship. Catholic fidelity does not simply mean no
divorce or separation. It is not primarily defined by negatives. Rather it
seeks to convey the bond into which a child is born. For this reason
Catholics are intensely interested in the nature of marriage as the place
where faithful love and procreativity concretely flourishes. 


Self-care is another virtue in which the person recognizes the call to
be accountable for oneself. This brings with it a particular competency


26. Andre Guidon, The Sexual Language: An Essay in Moral Theology (Ottawa:
University of Ottawa Press, 1976).
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to not let oneself be taken advantage in any relationships, sexual or oth-
erwise. Instead it calls for a recognition of knowing one’s own capabili-
ties, whether and when one can sustain a sexual relationship. It recognizes
that while fidelity seeks to look to the other and to the relationship, self-
care reminds us that we need to be responsible to ourselves in sexual rela-
tionships as well. 


Often people enter sexual relationships before they are actually capa-
ble of being able to sustain one. They do harm to the other and to them-
selves. For this reason persons around the country and elsewhere con-
stantly encourage younger people to delay sexual experiences and
relationships, not because sex is bad but because sexual relationships are
demanding and require a maturity that engages not just justice and
fidelity, but self-care as well. Self-care also prompts people not to suc-
cumb to cultural disvalues that encourage casual sexual experiences. 


Conversely, self-care might also lead us to acknowledge that we have
long been inhibited and fearful of intimacy, touch, or sexual expression.
Prudential self-care informed by mercy leads some people to delay as pre-
cipitous sexual intimacy, but for others it gently prods them to seek sex-
ual love that has, for long, been an object of fear and dread.27


A self-care informed by mercy prompts us to attend to our own
personal histories where areas of need or particular vulnerability need to
be recognized rather than repressed. Interestingly, many of us are more
willing to entertain and stand with another’s chaos than with our own.
Our pride basically keeps us from seeing the more messy side of our-
selves where our hopes, needs and vulnerabilities exist. Self-care invites
us to be as patient with ourselves as we are with others and invites us to
not look to sexual experiences as a way, for instance, of resolving prob-
lems of self-esteem. Self-care invites us to see sexuality and sexual rela-
tionships as goods to be pursued but precisely within a virtuous context. 


Not only are sexuality and sexual relationships goods, but by self-
care we are called to understand ourselves as embodied and alive with pas-
sion which are goods as well. Virtue prompts us not to be indulgent but
rather to take these goods seriously and to see whether we really appre-
ciate these goods as such and whether we can develop the askesis or dis-
cipline to grow passionately, bodily, sexually to maturity.


27. Michael Hartwig, The Problem of Abstinence and the Poetics of Sexual Intimacy
(New York: Peter Lang, 2000).
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Conclusion


The turn to virtue ethics gives us space as a community of faith to
talk about basic character traits, dispositions, and stances that members
of the community ought to develop to be faithful, loving Catholics. That
space, when taken seriously, will inevitably lead to discussion on the par-
ticular practices attendant to the virtues that we believe need to be cul-
tivated, and those practices will eventually be prescribed accordingly. But
now we need at least to elaborate on who we ought to become as a com-
munity of faith, and from there develop an anthropology for a sexual
ethics. I suggest that we start with being a people shaped by mercy in the
pursuit of justice, fidelity, self-care and prudence.
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